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K and K was established since 1993 in Hong 
Kong, with over 30 years experience of 
making different kinds garment accessories 
products.

Our headoffice is in Hong Kong, and branch 
in Taipei (Taiwan) and Dongnai (Vietnam). 
Whereas factories are in Dongguan (China), 
Yulin (China) and Dongnai (Vietnam). 

The total land area are over 60,000m2 with 
up to 800 technical staffs and dyeing experts. 

In our factories we do all preparation, 
sampling development, dyeing, wovening, 
printing, painting, processing, quality control 
and packaging procedure by ourselves.



K and K represents to good quality, in our products more than 95% procedure are made by ourselves. 
We are strongly in making all kinds of wovening and injection products, such as:

Printing

Knit

Debossed

Binding

Metallic

Webbing LacePiping

Reflective ButtonHeat Seal Eyelet

Puller Stopper Velcro Buckle Processing MetalTip end

Belt

Waistband

Dipping Painting

And misc.

cord Bungee Jacquard



K and K is committed to provide high-quality products while fulfilling our social and environmental responsibilities.

We have followed global standards and cooperated with Oeko-tex since 2005. After that, we continued to work with 
others organizations and obtained certifications in different fields, for providing the clean and trustable production 
line from the beginning at raw material to the final products. 

Now we have below certification: 

* Please no hesitate to ask our sales colleague for the certificate 



K and K provides different types of high technical machines, we are also keen on investing and upgrading in most 
advanced machineries and facilities to meet the ever changing market.

With stabilized capacity, experienced labours, and complete QC system on every process, we give confidence to our 
all valued customers. 

Here to show you a brief tour of our branch and factories: 



Hong Kong 
Headquarter

Taiwan 
Branch



Dongguan Factory 
(The production base)



Preparation 
Department



Weaving 
Department



Injection 
Department



Processing  
Department



Yulin Factory
(The processing center)



Preparation 
Department



Dyeing 
Department



Painting 
Department



Printing 
Department



Quality 
Control



Laboratory



Vietnam 
factory

The Vietnam factory is under the inner construction now and 
should be ready to be in operation at Jun, 2023.

There are Including the wovening and plastic injection department 
at the 1st stage, and also the sales and local technical services. 



K and K is working hard on the sustainable production and the ZDHC 2035 Goals. We create our own label “The 
K.GREEN”, to provide the designs with using different kinds of material by recycling our production scrape, 
decreasing the production waste and carbon release. 



We also cooperate with different sustainable raw material suppliers to provide more options to customers, like 
CiCLO® biodegradable yarn, REPREVE® ocean PET waste recycled yarn and recycled nylon yarn, LYCRA® 
recycled T400 yarn.

And we are looking forward to work with other new material and walk ahead the global fashion trend. 





Thanks for 
your attention!
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